In this paper we will investigate asymptotic behaviors of random orbits of dynamical systems with random parameters. In many biological models (for example, May's model [13] ), the dynamical systems have parameters. Asymptotic behaviors of orbits of such dynamical systems depend on the parameters very sensitively. But usually it is not easy to decide values of parameters theoretically. They are decided only experimentally. Hence, it seems to be natural to think that the parameters of the dynamical system are chosen randomly at every time of its iteration.
More precisely we will explain the idea of dynamical systems with random parameters. Let ft, l^A, be a family of maps from a set M into itself. The randomness of the parameter 1 is governed by a probability measure 7 on the parameter space A. Let l n (o)\ n -l, 2, •••, be a sequence of independent, identically ^-distributed random variables on A. Then we think that the orbits of the dynamical system fx may be determined according to the random sequence Z n (co). Namely, the state of the system at time n started from the point xeM is given by (which we call 77) with the initial point X 0 (a)) = x and the transition probability where 1^ denotes the indicator function of the measurable set A. Hence the theory of Markov chains is applicable to the study of behaviors of dynamical systems with random parameters.
The random sequence {X n (o>)} mentioned above is defined as follows. Let (Q, b)=(A N , ? N ) be the infinite product probability space of the copies of the space (A, fl(N={l, 2, •••}), and let a)(ri) denote the n-th coordinate of <ye Q. Then A n (o))=a)(ri) is a random variable and {Z n ((*>)} constitutes a sequence of independently identically ^-distributed random variables.
Define the shift operator a of Q by for all n^l.
Then we get another representation of the dynamical system with random parameters T(x, a>) = (/ a ,ci)X, 00)), which is called a skew product transformation in ergodic theory. Actually, T n (x, a)) = (XZ(a)), a n a>). S. Kakutani [8] investigated the relation between the Markov chain U and the transformation T under the assumption that each fx preserves a fixed probability measure v on M. In this situation the product measure uXb is invariant with respect to T and the measure v becomes a stationary measure of the Markov chain 77. He proved that the stationary Markov chain 77 under the initial measure v is ergodic if and only if the transformation T is ergodic under vX6. In this paper, we assume only that the transformation T preserves the product measure vXb without the assumption of the measure-preserveness of each transformation fx, and we prove Kakutani's result mentioned above.
Our investigation of dynamical systems with random parameters is suggested by the studies of deterministic dynamical systems, such as one-dimensional dynamical systems (see [7] ) and dynamical systems with hyperbolic structures (see [10] and [11] ). We will see that there are very similar phenomena in dynamical systems with random parameters as in the deterministic dynamical systems metioned above.
Section 2 is the preliminary part, where we define the Markov chain 77 and the skew product transformation T precisely and study the relations between a stationary probability measure of the Markov chain 77 (a 77-invariant measure) and an invariant probability measure of the transformation T (a T-invariant measure). In Section 3, we prove that a 77-invariant probability measure v is 77-ergodic if and only if yx5 is T-ergodic.
In the rest of the paper, we make some smoothness assumptions on the phase space M, the parameter space A and the family of transformations {/^}, which is described in Section 4. We will show under these assumptions, that any 77-invariant measure is absolutely continuous with respect to the Riemannian volume on M. In Section 5, we will study the exactness and the cluster property of II and T. We will get some topological condition for exactness and show that any ergodic invariant measure can be represented by an exact invariant measure. In Section 6 we will investigate the condition for the uniqueness of 77-invariant measure and asymptotic behavior of random orbits of such random systems. We will also see that the randomized system of May's model is uniquely ergodic. In Section 7, we will study the relations between a deterministic dynamical system and systems with random parameters. We consider a deterministic dynamical system as a limit of random systems when the parameter spaces tend to one point. Especially we are interested in the dynamical system which is given as a limit of uniquely ergodic systems. Lastly we will give a simple two dimensonal example in such case. § 2 8 Skew Product Transformation and Markov Chain
In this section we set up our objects. Let Define a skew product transformation T on MxQ by
The %-coordinate of the n-th iteration T n (x, aj) is given by
For each fixed (x, a)}, the sequence {X^cofin^ is an orbit of our random system (/, M, A, f). It is easy to see that the random sequence {X£(a))} governed by the probability measure b forms a time homogeneous Markov chain with the initial point XS(co)=x f which we call II. The transition probability is given by the image measure /$(rt:
P(A, x}=j
where \ A (x) is the indicator function of the measurable set A in M. Let P be the transition operator of 77:
Let P* be the dual operator of P defined by P*(v)(g)=v(P(g)) for a probability measure \> on M. A probability measure v on M is called ZZ '-invariant if P*(y)=v. The set of all 77-invariant probability measures is denoted by Su-Let c5^ denote the set of all T-invariant probability measures of the form vxb, where v are probability measures on M. Then we have Proof. This follows from Tihkonov's fixed point theorem. § 3. Ergodicity In this section we will prove the equivalence of the ergodicity of the Markov chain H and that of the transformation T defined in the previous section. Let u^Jn be given. A measurable set £cM is called
v). The measure v is called II-ergodic if every (II, y)-invariant set has
v-measure 0 or 1. We denote by 8 n the set of all /7-ergodic probability measures. We also denote by G T the set of all T-invariant ergodic probability measures, and we put 6 Remark 3.1. S. Kakutani [8] gave an elegant proof of this theorem under the assumption that each fi preserves the probability measure K But it can be seen that in his proof it does not need to use the above assumption. Nevertheless we give a proof of the theorem for the completeness. In order to prove the only if part, we use the following lemma. We denote E x ={(o; (x, o>)e£} for EdMxQ and x^M.
Lemma 3.1. Let u be a probability measure on M and m=vXb. For any measurable set EdMxQ with m(F)>0 and any e>0, there exists an n(e)>Q such that for all n^n(e).
Proof. Let JL n be the a-field generated by the first n coordinates <y(l), 
JM
From the relation b(a n (Br\o) n^-^n ((^) we obtain that for any y^M such that (T n (FJ) y^0 , there exist zeM and an atom a) n of J w with o) n C.El such that
Let G^ be the projection of F n to Mi.e. G n ={x<^M; (x, a)}^F n for some a)^Q} f then G^CJ^eM; 6((T 71 E) a; )>l-£}. Since v(G n }^m(F n }^(l-e}m(E} for sufficiently large n, we obtain the lemma. 
implies v(F)=m(E). Then the relation
shows that ^^F implies 6(E*)=0 for ^-a. e. We assumed only the continuity of the system so far. From this section •on, we assume the smoothness of the random dynamical system (/, M, A, j} described as follows. Assume that M and A=A°+A b are compact connected Riemannian manifolds where A b is the boundary of A°. We denote the metrics of M and A by d M and d,A respectively. The map / is assumed to be a C'-map.
We put the following assumptions.
Assumption 4.1. We assume that dim(M)=dim(-4)>dim(.4 6 ).
Define
The second assumption is Assumption 4.2. The sets S x and S are finite sums of connected submanifolds whose co-dimensions are positive.
Thirdly we put the following natural Assumption 4.3. The every probability measure f on A, which we consider, is absolutely continuous with respect to the Riemannian volume dl of A and its density (Radon-Nikodym derivative) 0(X)=dY(X)/dA is positive everywhere and continuous.
Under the above assumptions we have In this section, we will investigate the properties of zr-ergodic probability measures. The notations and the assumptions are the same as in the preceding sections.
The limiting measures defined in the following play an important role in the study of relations between the asymptotic behavior of co-orbit {f n^( x} ; n^O} and 77-invariant measures.
Definition 5.1. For (x, oj)eAfxfi, we denote by n% (II x ) the set of all limit points of the family of probability measures {n^S^iS/ac^c*) ; n^l} ({n~1^k=iP^k(o x )', n^l} respectively) on M in the weak topology, where d a denotes the point mass at a. 
) A probability measure m^J T is called T-exact, if lim n^00 m(T H E)=l for any measurable set E with ra(£)>0.

Lemma 5.2. Let v^<3n-If Sv is connected then v satisfies the assumption of Theorem 5.1 and hence it is U-exact and has the cluster property.
Proof. Let v lf y 2 e<?#(n). If there exists a point x^S Vl r\S V2 , then » 2 and so ^i=y 2 by Remark 5.1. This implies that if i^vg then Assume that y=S25a*yi n> , ^n ) e<f?/y(n). Then S J ,=\J*SS^n ) (disjoint sum). Since S v is connected, n=i;i n) for some k. Thus ye<?/7(n) for any n^l.
Lemma 5.3. // v^3n is TI-exact then m=vXb is T-exact.
Proof. Take a measurable set E with m(E)>0 and any e>0. Define £^= ; b((T n EY} >1-s}. Then by Lemma 3.1, there exists an n(e) such that l-e)m(E). Take a sequence of positive numbers {s*} such that Then writing n k =n(£ k ) and E k =E"% we have lim^oXU*^*)^. Hence lim sup k _* 00 E k^0 . Let us take a point ^elim sup^^co^jfe. Then it is easy to see that lim sup k^00 T n k(E)lD{x}xQ a.e. Hence we have lim sup ^T 71 *+'(£) IDRixQ a.e., and so there exists m t such that T^E^RixQ a. 
(E))=l because m(T n (E}) is increasing in n.
We will make the following remark about exactness* Any ergodic invariant probability measure can be represented by exact invariant measures as follows. we have that S v =\J^1S J^t^k^ and v(S P *^C y p)=n^1. Because {5p*^; z=0, 1, ••• , n^-1} are disjoint and O is connected, we have that OcSp*i( V p for some i } so we obtain that n*^lMO). So v fe must be // C7l^) -exact for some k, which shows the assertion a). The assertion b) follows from a) and Lemma 5.3.
Bo wen [2] conjectured that if one-dimensional smooth map has an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure then the measure will have a loosely Bernoulli property. The above theorem shows that any ergodic invariant probability measure of any smooth random dynamical system is " loosely exact ". § 6. Asymptotic Behavior of «>-Orbit and Unique Ergodicity
In this section, we will investigate the uniqueness of 77-invariant measure through the consideration of the asymptotic behavior of co-orbit 0(/; (x, to))= {f n( -^(x)\ n^O}. The notations and the assumptions are the same as in the preceding sections. Especially 11% and 77 x are the ones defined in Definition 5.1. Lemma 6.1. Assume that there exists a point (x,aJ)^MxQ such that 0 (f \ (x, a) 
Lemma 6.2. For any v^Gn and any x^S v , we have II™-{v} for almost all a).
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, m-vXb is T-ergodic. Using the ergodic theorem for (T, m), we get that lim -2 S T iax a>)=m , for a. e. (x, to).
n-*°o n i=0
Since T*(x, o)}^(f iw (x\ a^x}}, we obtain that /7j=H for a. e. 
. Let f(x, Z)=Zx(l-x).
If ^i, ^2 satisfy 1<^<^2^4 and Wi-DA^ A(/^2d/2)), then we can take M=[/ Jll (/ ia (l/2)), /^2(l/2)] and yl= [/li, ^2]. Let y be any probability measure on A with a continuous positive density. Then it is easy to see that the random system (/, M, A, 7) satisfies Assumptions 4.1-4.3. We claim that this random system is uniquely ergodic.
Indeed, Guckenheimer [5] 8 dA(h /O^d. The restriction f\Mxi s of / to MxA s is also denoted by /. We assume that a probability measure ? § on A § is given and (/, M, A$, Yd) satisfies the assumptions in Section 4 for each <5>0. We will investigate the asymptotic behavior of random systems (/, M, AS, Yd) as 5->0. Especially we will prove that the invariant measure is stable if /^0 has an attractor, which is defined as follows. which implies (7.2).
